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Headline: Notification of the preliminary details about AAPL80X dividend payment

Security Symbol: AAPL80X

Announcement Details

Dividend payment

Subject Dividend payment

Type of dividend payment Cash dividend payment

Record date for the right to receive dividends 10-Feb-2023

Ex-Dividend date 10-Feb-2023

Payment for DR holders

Tentative cash dividend payment (baht per unit) 0.0075

The exchange rate used to calculate the expected dividend is
the exchange rate as of

02-Feb-2023

Expected date to be announced final dividend rate 15-Feb-2023

URL of underlying dividend payment news https://investor.apple.com/dividend-history/d
efault.aspx

Remark

The estimation on dividend is referred from BOT exchange rate on
February 2, 2023, and it is not yet included any expenses that might incur from
passing through the benefit to DR holders. The expense might be higher or lower
than the benefit investors receive, and there might be limitation on passing
through the benefit which is subjected to the regulation of the countries that
underlying has been listed. If the expense are higher than the benefits that the
investors will receive, the DR issuer reserve the right not to deliver such
dividend to DR holders at that time, by which the DR issuer will collect such
dividend amount until its total amount is higher than fee and related expense,
DR issuer will then deliver all such dividend to DR holders. However, investors
may choose to redeem for the underlying securities as specified in the filing
document.

The company hereby certifies that the information above is correct and complete.

This announcement was prepared and disseminated by listed company or issuer through the electronic system
which is provided for the purpose of dissemination of the information and related documents of listed company or issuer to
the Stock Exchange of Thailand only. The Stock Exchange of Thailand has no responsibility for the correctness and
completeness of any statements, figures, reports or opinions contained in this announcement, and has no liability for any
losses and damages in any cases. In case you have any inquiries or clarification regarding this announcement, please directly
contact listed company or issuer who made this announcement.
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